
Designed by Karlstad O�ensive Ltd., the KOL is the �rst dedicated warship designed
by the Traders in nearly 700 years. Speci�cally designed with the Vasari threat in mind,
it balances speed, durability and �repower, resulting in a deadly warship capable of going
toe to toe with most other capital ships. The KOL was also the testbed for TEC beam
weapons that would later be used on their Starbases and even the Ankylon Titan.

Karlstad’s Contribution
Despite being far removed from the front lines of the invading 
Vasari �eet, the colony of Karlstad still provided a great deal to
the Trader Defense Navy in the form of weapons and ships. Due
to the militaristic nature of Karlstad, largely caused by the
abundance of pirates, it is at the forefront of TEC military
technology.

Experimental beam cannons
are supremely lethal

Capital grade autocannon batteries allow the
KOL to �re on targets 360° around the ship

Dominance Over Xenos
Designed in the years that followed the Vasari invasion and long before
the Advent returned to Trader Space, the KOL is uniquely equipped to
wage war against the Vasari �eet. There are rumours that the KOL’s shield
can vary their distance from the ship over 100 times per second, making it
extremely di�cult for phase missiles to bypass the shields.

Dorsal radar array

Interstellar communications dish
allows the KOL to receive orders
even when deep in enemy territory

Capital grade laser cannons for
engaging targets in front of the KOL

Hangar bay can support
up to 2 squadrons

Gauss Rail Gun �res projectiles
fast enough to strike targets
through their shields

Flak pods allow the KOL to o�er some
anti-strikecraft support in �eet engagements

Forward radar antenna
facilitates target acquistion
for the Gauss Rail Gun

Flight control bridge coordinates
strikecraft operations

A pair of vertically mounted
Pronghorn Repulsion Industries
CAC-525 Engines provide
above average thrust for a vessel
of the KOL’s tonnage

DATA ARCHIVE
Manufacturer:
Make:
Dimensions:

Crew:
Armament:

Complement:

Karlstad O�ensive Ltd.
KOL Class Battleship
Length - 811 m
Width - 224 m
Height - 276 m
2500
4 �re linked beam cannons; 10 autocannon
batteries; 1 tri-barrel heavy laser cannon;
1 gauss rail gun;  over 24 �ak pods
2 squadrons
(6 �ghters or 5 bombers per squadron)


